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EUA • Established in 2001

• Non-governmental membership organisation 

• More than 800 individual university members

• 34 National Rectors’ Conferences Members

• 48 countries

• Independent voice of the university sector

• Forum for exchange, peer learning for members
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EUA’s 
Innovation 
Ecosystems 
Project

A qualitative study about the role of universities in innovation 
ecosystems – conducted by Reichert Consulting

9 case studies
• University of Manchester
• TU Eindhoven
• University of Minho
• University of Warsaw
• Masaryk University
• Politecnica di Catalunya
• Aalto University
• TU Munich
• Paris-Sorbonne

Core material from interviews conducted on-site in the spring 
and summer of 2018

Report available on the EUA website
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http://www.reichert-consulting.de/
https://eua.eu/resources/publications/819:the-role-of-universities-in-regional-innovation-ecosystems.html
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Open innovation 
and systemic 
approaches
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The ecosystem The innovation ecosystem is the immediate context of 
these trends

The are facilitated by universities, governments/local 
authorities and by business

All three actors have changed expectations and are 

Meeting expectations needs coherence within the system

• Organisational coherence

• Social coherence

• Spatial coherence
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The ecosystem

- Focus on three 
elements

How to create coherence within the system

• Organisation coherence

• Cultural coherence

• Spatial coherence
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Organisational 
coherence

Common strategy development across sectors happens in different 
ways

• Large regions or cities too complex for unified strategies

• Charismatic leaders from university, business and public 
authorities align their goals

• Cooperation for funding (ESIF/RIS3)

• Thematic clusters
• Coherence growing out of common interests around a 

topic

• Joint infrastructures
• Coherence coalesc around common facilities

Awareness of overall strategy not necessarily present everywhere
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Social 
coherence

Cultural norms and narratives create trust
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Spatial 
coherence

Space is extremely important

‘The staging of innovation’

• Individuals place themselves in space – and in 
the cultural norms

✓ Particularly in the start-up scene

• Leaders promote connectivity and serendipity 
in planning space
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• Coherence with city space and city planning
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Research 
strategies –
knowledge and 
application

Strategies coalesced around a limited number of areas 
and technologies (and the combination of a challenge with 
a certain technology)

• Health and data

• Advanced manufacturing

• Mobility

Specialisation within those areas

• Big data for new types of clinical testing

• Sensors and IoT (for everything)

• Mobility – vehicles or systems
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What does it 
take?

Social coherence is crucial –

• Common narratives about who we are, where we come 
from, and where we are going

• Common crisis experience

Through trust comes strategic coherence

• Trust between leaders to articulate strategies

• Trust within the system allow alignment to occur

Space allows alignment and synergies to happen (almost 
by themselves)
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Thank you for your attention
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